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Abstract--The problem considered herein is that of finding the minimum of a nonlinear function f(0) when 
the gradient and Hessian matrix are unknown or cannot be easily computed. The function f(0) may also 
be observed in the presence of stochastic noise. Typical nonlinear programming algorithms solve this 
problem deterministically by employing function approximations which do not account for approximation 
errors. In the presence ofnoise the algorithm ay either terminate prematurely or may not converge at 
all. In this paper we show that this type of nonlinear programming problem can be associated with a 
tracking problem commonly arising in aerospace applications. In this new domain, finding the minimum 
of a function is equivalent totracking apoint 0* (the minimum) in the parameter space, based on noisy 
measurements of its position [function evaluations f(0)]. A new nonlinear programming algorithm based 
on a two-level Kalman filter is presented which accounts for both modeling and approximation errors. 
The lower-level Kalman filter performs function approximations, while the upper-level filter accounts for 
the tracking of the parameter. Simulations show that the algorithm performs imilarly to Newton's 
method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Most classical unconstrained nonlinear optimization algorithms find the extrema, 0", of a given 
function {f(0), 0 ~ R p} by finitely iterating on a sequence of operations which define an algorithmic 
map. At any iteration k, such a map may generate an estimate 0k+~ of 0* by performing the 
following operations: 
(i) Function evaluations = [f(Ok), Vf(Ok) etc.]. 
(ii) Direction finding subproblem, i.e. steepest descent: Uk = --Vf(Ok). 
(iii) Line search, 2* = {2k I m~nf(Ok + 2kUk)}. 
(iv) Parameter update, 0k+~ = 0k + 2*uk. 
The success of an algorithm depends largely on its rate of convergence, which in turn is 
dependent upon the type of direction and line search procedures used. In addition, if the objective 
function is too complex to analytically differentiate, then the gradient Vf(Ok) and, if required, the 
Hessian matrix H(Ok) must be approximated numerically at each iteration k. In some complex 
problems the objective function is observed or computed in the presence of stochastic noise, i.e. 
f(O, o9), where e~ is a stochastic parameter. Hence, the overall convergence of the algorithm may 
be affected by the function evaluation task. 
Unfortunately, most algorithms that employ function approximates do not account for errors 
in the approximation. This may lead to slow convergence of the algorithm if the error component 
is not properly modeled. The need to account for errors of various sources has made popular the 
use of filtering algorithms in connection with steps (i)-(iv) above. Among these, stochastic 
approximation algorithms are perhaps the most widely known [1-4]. Stochastic approximation 
algorithms differ from the classical Kalman filter [5] in that the gains are heuristic, therefore they 
strongly rely upon convergence properties. 
Dixon and James [6] introduced a stochastic variable metric algorithm which uses a Kalman filter 
for the function evaluation task. The Kalman filter which is an optimal estimation technique, feeds 
back a weighted portion of the error in order to update the previous function estimates. The 
algorithm also uses a stochastic Armijo line search [7] and computes Newton's direction only 
approximately. Recently, Ruszczynski and Syski [8] introduced a stochastic onjugate gradient 
algorithm which filters previous stochastic gradient estimates to produce the current search 
direction. This stochastic approximation algorithm can also be viewed as a heuristic Kalman filter, 
where the gains are computed from the line search problem. However, convergence of the algorithm 
was proved under general noise conditions. 
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Interestingly, the approximation to the Hessian matrix in the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell 
algorithm (DFP) [9] can be cast as the state estimation error covariance quation of a Kalman 
filter [5]. To see this, let 6k = 2kUk and ?k = Vf(Ok + 2kUk)- Vf(Ok)= Bk6k, where Bk is a positive 
definite approximation to the (p x p) Hessian matrix [9]. Then the DFP algorithm updates Bk as 
follows: 
B,+, = Z-  (1) 
Now, we can associate T T = hk =6k,kk=?k(6T?k) -~ and rk 6kXyk, respectively, with a (1 x p) 
measurement matrix, a (p x l) Kalman gain matrix and a scalar measurement oise variance of 
a linear filter [5]. Then equation (1) becomes 
Bk+, = (Ip× p -- kkh~)Bk(Ip×, -- kkh~) T+ kk(rk)k~, (2) 
which corresponds to the estimation error covariance quation of a Kalman filter associated with 
the linear state-space model 
Xk + I = xk (3a) 
Yk = h T xk -}- Vk, (3b) 
where T denotes the vector/matrix transpose, x, is the (p x 1) state vector, Yk is a scalar measure- 
ment and Vk is a scalar zero-mean white noise process. In addition, B k = E{(xk -- ik)(Xk -- ik) T} and 
r k = E{v2},  where E is the expectation operator and ik is the (p x 1) state vector estimate obtained 
from the Kalman filter. The interested reader may consult Refs [5, 10] for further details on Kalman 
filtering. 
Unlike stochastic approximation, the use of Kalman filters in nonlinear programming has been 
very limited. The reason being a lack of a proper theory with which to associate steps (i)-(iv) above. 
In this paper we will show that the nonlinear programming problem can be associated with a 
tracking problem common in aerospace applications [11-14]. In Section 2 we derive a Kalman- 
tracking filter for the function evaluation task. In Section 3 we establish the connection between 
the nonlinear programming problem and the tracking problem, and later derive the nonlinear 
programming algorithm. Simulation examples are then presented in Section 4. 
2. FUNCTION APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM 
A common problem in aerospace applications i that of tracking the motion of an object given 
noisy measurements of its position only [11-14]. The quantities being tracked are, for instance, the 
x and y components of position p(t), velocity ,b(t) and acceleration p(t) of the object. From 
Newton's second law of motion the trajectory of the object can be modeled by the following 
polynomial-in-time equations: 
p( j )  = p(O) +/i(O)jA + ½fi(O)flA 2 
p( j )  = p(o) + :(O) jA 
( j )  = #(0), (4) 
where tj -- jA is the discrete time interval. Let us now model the objective function as a measurement 
system, i.e. a function evaluation f(O) is a noise corrupted version of another function q(O). That is, 
f (ok) = q(Ok) + rk, (5) 
where rk is the measurement oise and q(Ok) is a new function such that in the limit, its conditional 
mean ~](0) 10ffi0 , = E{q(Ok)If(0,)} coincides with the measurementf(Ok). This conditional mean is 
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updated recursively via a Kalman filter. This type of function approximation differs from the usual 
Taylor series expansion in the sense that we are recursively constructing a function that in the limit 
will match the function evaluated at the parameter value. If we assume q(O) is a quadratic function 
then we can model its trajectory as 
q (Ok +1 ) = q (Ok) + (Ok +, -- Ok )TVq (0k) q- ½ (Ok +1 -- Ok ) TB (Ok) (Ok + I -- Ok ) 
Vq (O k + 1 ) = Vq (O k ) + B (0 k ) (0, + l - Ok) 
B(Ok + 1) = B(Ok). (6) 
Notice the similarity of equations (6) with the polynomial-in-time equations (4). Hence for the 
purpose of our model, q(0), Vq(0) and B(O) will be taken as the true values even though they are 
approximations. Similarly, f(O) will be taken as a measurement when in fact it is a function 
evaluation, i.e. measured = true + noise. From equations (6) one can see that the approximate 
function, gradient and Hessian matrix can be associated respectively with the true position, velocity 
and acceleration of the moving object. In view of the tracking problem, finding the minimum 
of a function is equivalent o tracking an object 0* in the parameter space, based on noisy 
measurements of its position f(O). 
As with any tracking problem, equations (6) can be used to build a state-space model of the form 
q(0,+,) l r ,  q(0k) 1 
Vq(0k+l) /=  i Op×I J[pxp f~k // Vq(0,) / 
vec[B(0k+~)]J 10p2×l O:×p 1,2×:JLvec[B(Ok)]J 
x(0k + ~ ) = ¢',,k + i x (0k) ,  (6a) 
where equation (6a) corresponds to the state equation, 
f l ,  = 0 ,  +1 - 0 , ,  (7a)  
~bk = ½ {vec[(0k +i -- 0,)(0,+1 -- 0,)r]}, (7b) 
f~, = [diag[(0, +1 -- Ok)T®/p x p]]px p2, (7c) 
X(0k) is the state vector, the "vec" operator takes a matrix and stacks its columns into a vector 
and ® denotes the Kronecker matrix product. Similarly, the measurement equation can be 
expressed as a function of the state, i.e. 
f (O,)=[1 01~p 
F q(Ok) 1 
o, Vq(0,) / + r, 
Lvec[~(O,)lJ 
or 
f (O , )  = gTx(0k) + rk, (8)  
where g satisfies the following difference quation: 
T T@ g*,k+l=g *,*+l. (9) 
We assume that r k is a scalar zero-mean white noise process with variance a~,. Equations (6) and 
(8) then represent the truth or design model. It should be pointed out that our model is similar 
to that of Dixon and James [6] except for the fact that ours is based on the tracking problem which 
has a physical interpretation. 
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and 
The Kalman filter associated with our design model has the following general form: 
iteration update (prediction) 
and 
P(. + l)at,a = c~k,k + l P,,AI,A ~ kTk + I 
(10a) 
(lOb) 
measurement  update (f i l tering) 
X(n + I)A I(n + t)A = ]~(n + I)A I nA + k(, + l)a [f(Ok + l ) -- gT~(, + I)A I"a]' 
P(, + l)~l(, + t)A = [I T -- k(,+ I)Ag ]P( .+ I)AI.~ 
and 
(l la) 
( l lb) 
P(" + l)al'ag (1 lc) k(. + l)A ~-  T 
[g P(,+I)AI,Ag + a~] 
where iil i for i > j  denotes the conditional mean of xi given measurements up to and including 
iteration j, A is the discrete sampling rate and n is the "inner" iteration index and accounts for 
the fact that the filter is of a resetting type (i.e. piecewise constant), thus it runs at a faster rate 
than the "outer" iteration count k. Figure 1 shows both iteration indices along with the resetting 
of the gains. Notice that k increments irregularly due to the stagewise convergence of the filter (n*). 
At the beginning of iteration k we should have 0k and 0k+ 1 before we can take a measurement 
f (O,  + 1 ). We then run the filter with a constant measurement throughout the entire iteration k, using 
the previous optimal estimate as initial conditions. Upon convergence we have 
q(Ok~l) 
Vq(Ok+l) 
vec[a (0~ +, )1 
f(Ok+ j) 1 
"~ Vf(Ok+l) [ ' 
vec[H(0k + l )] J 
i(0, + l) = i,,~,,I,,;,, = 
which is our best estimate of the function, gradient and Hessian matrix evaluated at Ok + t. At the 
next iteration k + 1 we update the Kalman filter, set i010 = i,~AI,;A as our initial conditions, and 
again continue the process until convergence. 
The function estimates generated by the filter (10, 11) will be used in the following section to 
update the parameter 0. This involves the use of an upper-level Kalman filter. Before we continue 
any further let us expand on the approximation problem. Lets assume thatf is  a function of a single 
parameter 0. Then, if we plot f(0) vs 0 and randomly select a point 00, we can locate a point q(Oo) 
along 00 and outside off(0) ,  such that f (O)= q(Oo)+ to, where ro corresponds to the difference. 
Kn~ 
0~n~n~ 
T I\ 
~011 
' ~  !Aj2R ~ ... n~AI 
A ~2A ~''" n~L~ 
01A~261 i ... n~A[ 
I ! 
0 I 
Fig. I. Inner and outer iteration indices with gain resetting. 
k 
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We can choose many points q(Oo) above or below f(00) but only one will coincide with f(00), thus 
the assumption r0 ,~ N(0, o2). Probabilistically speaking, we can build a probability function 
p(q(Oo)) which is conditionally related to f(Oo) such that with a high probability it follows the 
trajectory off(00). This is exactly what the Kalman filter does, under the Gaussian assumption, 
it propagates the probability distribution function of x(0) by means of the first two moments 
[equations (10) and (11)]. At each inner iteration the uncertainty is reduced. 
3. THE NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
The problem of tracking a well-resolved object in space is further exploited here to develop our 
nonlinear programming algorithm. The motivation is based on a recent paper by Ramos et al. [13]. 
Consider a sensor platform tracking a moving object whose parabolic trajectory (xk) in space is 
projected onto a focal plane array (see Fig. 2). The relative motion of the object with respect o 
the sensor platform is tracked in a sensor-fixed coordinate framework. A point in the object hen 
serves as a reference point for tracking. The trajectory of the focal plane array is determined from 
a Kalman filter whose truth model is based on equations (4), the dynamics of the object. At any 
point in time k, the center of the focal plane array corresponds to a one step-ahead prediction 
(iklk-t) of the object's position. A noisy measurement of position (zk) is then taken and the 
predicted position is updated (Xklk) using the latest measurement. A one step-ahead prediction of 
position is again incurred and the sensor is then centered around this estimate. The process then 
continues until convergence (XNIN). 
In the nonlinear programming problem we can think of the sensor platform as being the elliptical 
contours corresponding to the quadratic approximation of f (0)  around the estimate 0k[k-t (see 
Fig. 3). The trajectory of these ellipses is obtained from the function evaluation filter (10, 11), the 
direction finding subproblem and the model for 0k. Similar to the tracking problem where the 
measurements are obtained from a correlation algorithm [13], the measurements (Zk) of 0k are 
obtained from the line search problem. These measurements are then used to correct or update 
the parameter (/~klk). With this motivation in mind we now proceed to develop our nonlinear 
programming algorithm. 
First let us assume that we can model 0k by a linear state-space model of the form 
0k+l = ~/0k + 8Uk + Wk (12a) 
zk = ~'Ok + vk, (12b) 
where [~, 8,  ~] are p-dimensional square matrices of parameters (usually identity matrices in 
nonlinear programming), wk and vk are zero mean white noise processes with statistics 
0 6 (13) 
Zk is a noisy measurement of Ok and uk corresponds to the search direction. If [~, 8,  ~] are identity 
matrices and wk = O, then equation (12a) corresponds to the usual parameter update equation of 
Frame @ time k 
x?~_ ..................... 1 . . . .  
,,,"~ ~'k+i ~_L.-.-- ................... ~ I 
/ 
Fig. 2. Frame-to-frame tracking analysis of a moving object. 
Contours of constant i~ O) t - " - " - - " " '~ .  
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~k-llk-1 
Zk.l 
Fig. 3. Frame-to-frame tracking analysis of 0", the minimum off(0). 
nonlinear programming.  Here we have allowed noise in our parameter  update model to account 
for approximat ion as well as measurement errors. 
The Ka lman filter associated with equations (12) can be shown to be [5]: 
iteration update (prediction) 
Ok+ Ilk = ~Oklk "1- ~Uk ( laa)  
and 
and 
Zk + Itk= "S~'CZkIk ~T + Qk, 
measurement update (filtering) 
Y~,+ ilk+ I = Ek+II k -- ~k + i Ikc~T[c~'Ek + llkC~ t + Rk]-tcgY.k+ ilk, 
+ I = Y~k + J l kCt[CCEk + ~1 kCOt + Rk]- 1 
and 
(14b) 
(15a) 
(15b) 
(15c) 
Zk+l = c¢/~k + I tk + Vk+ l; (15d) 
where E(. I ,  = E{(0¢) - 0(.q.)) (0(.) - 0(. I ) )t  } corresponds to the estimation error covariance matrix, 
~+t  is the Ka lman gain matrix and Vk+l is the innovations or measurement residual. 
Notice that equation (14a) corresponds to the usual parameter  update, but it is only an estimate. 
When the measurement is collected, the position of  the parameter is then updated via equation 
(15a). We will now develop a position offset model which will allow us to compute an approximate 
innovations vector to be used in equations (15a). 
Let 0, = 0k- ]lk- ~ + 2"  i Uk- I be the true optimal parameter  and 2*_ ~ the optimal step size, then 
f(Ok) can be related to Oklk-1 and the innovations Vk as follows: 
f(Ok) = ~tf(0*lk-I + Vk) + E,, (16) 
where ct is a scalin$ constant and Ck is an error parameter.  I f  we now take a first-order 
approximat ion of f(Okl,_ t + V,), we get 
f(Ok) = ctf(O*l* -I ) + ~t VfX(Okl k - I  )Vk + ?,, ( 1 7) 
where now yk accounts for both modeling and approximat ion errors. However,  since we can only 
measure f (0) ,  we would have to modify equation (17) to account for the function approximat ion 
estimates obtained from the Ka lman filter (10, 11), i.e. 
f (  O,) ,~, otq(O,[ k_ l ) + ~ vqr(/9*lk-1 )Vk + Yk" (18) 
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Let y =f(Ok)-  ~q(Oklk-,) be a scalar measurement residual (e could be 1 for convenience) and 
d r = Ot ~ 1  ), 
then vk can be obtained by solving the following quadratic optimization problem: 
min (y  - d'rvk)r(y - dTvk) ;  
Vk 
the solution is given by 
Y 
~k = [(ddr)~d]Y = -~s ~' (19) 
v 
where # denotes the pseudo inverse and ~ is the eigenvector of dd T corresponding to the only 
nonzero eigenvalue s. An efficient algorithm for performing this task is given in Ref. [15]. 
Notice that ~k represents a position offset between the measurement and the estimate. Figure 4 
shows the relationship between the true, measured and estimated parameter 0 for a particular 
iteration k. 
Thus far we have assumed that uk and 2~' are known quantities. In particular, uk can be computed 
either from a Newton method or a steepest descent method, i.e. 
( -B(/~,I,)-IVq(/~,I ,) Newton's method 
uk = - Vq (/~kpk) steepest descent method. 
However, if the steepest descent method is used to compute the search direction, the Kalman filter 
function approximator need not account for the approximate Hessian matrix. This reduces the 
dimension of the state vector and thus can reduce the number of computations considerably. The 
author has studied the possibility of determining uk optimally by minimizing a quadratic 
approximation of the objective function. This problem turns out to be a linear-quadratic-Gaussian 
(LQG) problem [16] in which the optimal uk has the following general form: 
uk = --FkO, ik -- B(O, tk)-~Vq(dklk), 
where Fk is a gain matrix. Hence, the direction is a Newton direction modified to account for 
feedback. The details of this study will be reported elsewhere. On the other hand, 2* can be 
computed from any line search procedure available (exact or inexact). Of particular interest is the 
one used in Ref. [6] which is relatively easy to implement. 
It should also be pointed out that since we are doing function approximations, the Kalman filter 
(10, 11) has to be called twice, once at the prediction stage (14) and once at the measurement stage 
(15). This seems to involve a great number of computations, however, very efficient Kalman filter 
implementations are available [17] which can reduce the number of computations. One can also 
run the function approximation filter for only one inner iteration, as will be the case in the examples 
in Section 4. What we have presented so far is a very general account of the problem, many 
variations are possible and should be the subject of further study. We now summarize the overall 
algorithm. 
Fig. 4. Relationship between true, measured and estimated parameters. 
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Initial conditions 
0olo = 0o, iolo = 
vec[B(0olo)] _1olo 
where {80,/~o, %}, ao 2, and Polo correspond to the lower-level Kalman filter, while 0o and the initial 
covariance matrices -~o, Ro, and Xolo correspond to the upper-level filter. 
Step O. Set k = 0 
Step 1. 
Step Z 
Parameter update (upper level Kalman filter) 
011o = 0olo + ~Uo 
O, io = 0oio -- B(Oolo)-'Vq(Ooto) 
Function approximation (lower level Kalman filter) 
Inner iteration update 
A 
vec[a(O, io)ll ,io o 1,2x,2 
A 
vecta(~olo)]_l olo 
where ( - )  is used to denote the parameters prior to the measurement of 0, 
/~o(-) = 0,bo- 0olo 
$o( - )  = ~ {veer(O, Lo - 0o~o)(0, ~o - Oo~oY]} 
(1o(-) = [diag[(O, Io - Oolo)T®Ip ×,]] 
Inner iteration measurement update 
~ '  / = 1 ~  ) -k'(-)[f(Otl°)-q(O"°)'l~--~-~---'-~°]' 
vec[B(01to)]_l Ill L_vec[B(011o)] rio 
where k j ( - )  is obtained from equation (llc). Continue 
convergence, i.e. n* ( - ) .  Upon convergence we have 
vet[B(01 io)] .] ,7~->1,7~-> vec[H(01 io)] _l 
iterating on Step 2 until 
Step 3. Parameter measurement update (upper level Kalman filter) 
0111 =01to+~Vl ,  
where ~ is obtained from equation (15c) and vt from equation (19). 
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Step 4. Function approximation (lower level Kalman filter) 
Inner iteration update 
vec[B(O,I,)] ~1o 0 I:×p, 
./--=.. 
vec[B (0,1o)] ,~(-)1,7(-) 
where now (+)  is used to denote the parameters after the measurement of 0, i.e. 
/~,(+) = 0 , j , -0 , j0  
~, (+)  = ½ {vec[(0,1, - O, io)(~J,i , - O, io)T]} 
/2, (+)  = [diag[(O, I~ - O~ Lo)T®Ip × p]] 
Inner iteration measurement update 
vec[B(01 [1 )] .J III 
q(OIIl ) 
Vq(Olll) 
vec[B(Ol fj )] 
+ 1,, (+) [ / (0 ,  f,) - q(0, f~) ,  r0]. 
1[0 
Continue iterating on Step 4 until convergence, i.e. n*(+).  Again we have 
A 
• 
vec[B(0,1,)] .7(+)d.;(+) L vec[H(/~,ll)] J 
Step 5. Increment k by 1 and return to Step 1. Continue procedure until convergence. 
4. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
The examples that follow illustrate numerical properties of the algorithm described in Section 3. 
To keep the problems simple, we will assume that the parameter 0 can be observed as a simple 
random walk and we will use a simple Newton update. However, to account for modeling errors 
we will introduce a noise term co, in equations (6), which is reflected in equation (10b) by the 
following modification: 
T + Q,, (10b') Pt.+ I)aI.A = @k,*+ 1 PnAInA (~)k,k+ 1 
where flk = E{W,W[} is the covariance matrix of the noise term. We will further assume that fl, = 
and **~ = .2 are invariant. 
Example 1: minimize f(O) = 202 + 20 
Let x(0) denote the true state vector which we want to estimate, then upon convergence to the 
minimum we should have 
| - . 
LH(O*)J 
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Let 0 .2 = 0.005, Oo = 1.5 and 
[,°°° 1 [i°° 1 L451 Polo = 0 500 0 , f~= 10 0 and R(Oo)olo= 4.0 
0 0 1000 0 50 5.8 
be the initial conditions, Then by applying the algorithm in Section 3, we obtain the optimal 
solution 0" = - 1/2 and 
=[!1 
Figure 5 shows the trajectory of the functions as well as the parameter for 25 outer iterations. Both 
the inner iteration and measurement updates (10a) and (1 la) have been plotted on the same figure, 
i.e. XklJ, for j =k -  1 and j =k .  It should be pointed out that we only ran the function 
approximation filter for only one inner iteration (i.e. n = k). The initial erratic behavior of the filter 
is typical of tracking algorithms. This is due to the fact that we need at least two measurements 
before we can estimate all the states. However, the uncertainty decreases as measurements arrive. 
Notice that the algorithm required approximately five iterations to converge. 
A 
B(Ok)kU 
30-  
20' 
10' 
-10 
16' 
(O)  ~k)k l j  14' 
12, 
10, 
8,  
6. 
4, 
2. 
0, 
-2. 
-4. 
-6, 
.8. 
30 -I0 
(b)  
I terat ion, k Iteration, k 
~o - (c) 
8-  
s. .r  
4-  
2 -  
0 o 
• 2" 
4 -  
-8- 
411- 
-10 
0 
Fig. 5. Trajectory 
10. 
ek (d) 
8, 
6 
4. 
"j 
O. 
Iteration, k Iteration, k 
of the functions estimates and parameter O k as Ok~O*, the n'hnimum or 
{f(0)=20'+20} in Example I. (a) Trajectory of the function approximation to f(e) as 0k~0*. 
(b) Trajectory of the gradient approximation to{Vf(0) = 40 + 2} as 0k ~ 0*. (c) Trajectory of the Hessian 
approximation to {H(0)--.4} as 0k~0*. (d) Trajectory of Ok as Ok.-*O* = --0.5. 
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Example 2: minimize f(O) = 203 + 40 2 - 50 + I 
The initial condit ions for this problem are az= 0.005, Oo = 1.5 and 
Polo = 0 255 , f~= ,00 
0 0 5 0 0 1 5 
_ F l '5 ]  
and $(Oo)ofo =/13 .0 / .  
L25.oJ 
The trajectory o f  the solut ion is presented in Fig. 6, where again approximately five iterations are 
required for locating the min imum. We should point out that the algorithm is fairly robust to noise 
given that the minimizat ion is based on function approximations.  We have also computed the 
solut ion based on Newton 's  method which is shown in Table I. Similarly, the first six iterations 
o f  our algorithm are shown in Table 2. Not ice how different the function evaluations and 
approximat ions are, yet both solutions seem to converge fairly quickly. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a new nonl inear programming algorithm which accounts for measurement 
as well as approximat ion errors. The algorithm is motivated by a tracking problem wel l -known 
among control  engineers. It uses a lower-level Ka lman filter for the function evaluation task and 
an upper-level Ka lman filter for parameter tracking. Numerical  s imulations indicate that the 
A 
q(0k)k l j  
12. (o)  
10. 
8 '  
6 '  
4 .  
2 '  
O' 
-2. 
-4. 
-6. 
-8. 
-10 
0 
\ 
is, (b)  
vq(ek)uj 
10' 
5 '  
O' 
-5" 
1; ~ 3; -lO , :, , 
0 10 2~ 30 
Iteration, k Iteration, k 
F 
A 
B(0k )kU 
2s (c )  
20 
15 -~  
10' 
5'  
Ok 
zo- (d I 
1.5- 
1.0" 
0.5"  
0.0- 
-0.5 
-1.0 
-1.5 
, -2.0 
30  
Iteration, k Iteration, k 
Fig. 6. Trajectory of the function estimates and parameter Ok as 0k--,0*, the minimum of 
{f(0) = 203 + 402 - 50 + I} in Example 2. (a) Trajectory of the function approximation to f(0) as 0 k -~ 0". 
(b) Trajectory of the gradient approximation to {Vf(0) = 602 + 80 - 5} as Ok ~ 0". (c) Trajectory of the 
Hessian approximation to {H(0)= 120 + 8} as 0k-*0*. (d) Traj~tory of 0, as 0ko 0"= 0.4637. 
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Table I. Summary of Newton's olution to Example 2 Table 2. Summary of the Kalman filter's solution to Example 2
k f(Ok) Vf(O,) tt(Ok) Ok k q(Ok~--'-)klk Vq(0k)~l k B(O~)~I k Ok 
0 9.2500 20.5000 26.1)000 1.5000 0 11.5000 13.0000 25.0000 1.5000 
I 0.1879 3.7300 16.5384 0.7115 1 1.8241 10.3125 10.1648 0.9800 
2 -0.2556 0.3052 13,8320 0.4860 2 1.1773 -6,9269 14.9122 -0.0345 
3 -0.2590 0.0029 13,5672 0.4639 3 -0.2514 0.4362 15.1212 0.4300 
4 -0.2590 0.0000 13.5647 0.4637 4 -0.2337 -0.7828 13.5984 0.401 I 
5 -0.2588 -0.0457 13.5666 0.4587 
6 - 0.2590 - 0.0042 13.5627 0.4621 
algorithm is robust to noise and is comparable to Newton's method. However, the algorithm uses 
feedback information to update the parameter. Hence, Newton's direction is not solved exactly but 
only approximately as in a quasi-Newton method. 
This approach for solving nonlinear programming problems is believed to be new and should 
prove useful for nonconvex optimization problems. The extension to account for multiple minima 
is exactly the extension of the tracking problem to account for multiple targets. It is hoped that 
any improvement in the latter can be adopted in the former. 
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